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Short amiable sets and Kharaghani type orthogonaldesignsC. Koukouvinos, and J. SeberryyDediated to George Szekeres on his 90th BirthdayAbstratShort amiable sets were introdued reently and have many appliations. The onstru-tion of short amiable sets had lead to the onstrution of many orthogonal designs, weighingmatries and Hadamard matries. In this paper we give some onstrutions for short am-iable sets as well as some multipliation theorems. We also present a table of the shortamiable sets known to exist and we onstrut some innite families of short amiable setsand orthogonal designs.Key words and phrases: Orthogonal designs, short amiable sets, Goethals-Seidel array,Kharaghani array.AMS Subjet Classiation: Primary 05B15, 05B20, Seondary 62K05.1 IntrodutionAn orthogonal design of order n and type (s1; s2; : : : ; su) denoted OD(n; s1; s2; : : : ; su) in thevariables x1; x2; : : : ; xu, is a matrix A of order n with entries in the set f0;x1;x2; : : : ;xugsatisfying AAT = uXi=1(six2i )In;where In is the identity matrix of order n. Let Bi, i = 1; 2; 3; 4 be irulant matries of order nwith entries in f0;x1;x2; : : : ;xug satisfying4Xi=1BiBTi = uXi=1(six2i )In:Then the Goethals-Seidel arrayG = 0BBB B1 B2R B3R B4R B2R B1 BT4 R  BT3 R B3R  BT4 R B1 BT2 R B4R BT3 R  BT2 R B1 1CCCADepartment of Mathematis, National Tehnial University of Athens, Zografou 15773, Athens, Greee.yShool of IT and Computer Siene, University of Wollongong, Wollongong, NSW, 2522, Australia.1
where R is the bak-diagonal identity matrix, is an OD(4n; s1; s2; : : : ; su). See page 107 of [2℄for details.A pair of matries A;B is said to be amiable (anti-amiable) if ABT   BAT = 0 (ABT +BAT = 0). To be onsistent in the notation of this paper we will also denote these as 2  SAS(n; s1; s2;G), where the group G is desribed below. Following [4℄ a set fA1; A2; : : : ; A2ngof square real matries is said to be amiable ifnXi=1 A(2i 1)AT(2i)  A(2i)AT(2i 1) = 0 (1)for some permutation  of the set f1; 2; : : : ; 2ng. For simpliity, we will always take (i) = iunless otherwise speied. So nXi=1 A2i 1AT2i  A2iAT2i 1 = 0: (2)Clearly a set of mutually amiable matries is amiable, but the onverse is not true in general.Throughout the paper Rk denotes the bak diagonal identity matrix of order k.A set of matries fB1; B2; : : : ; Bng of order m with entries in f0;x1;x2; : : : ;xug is saidto satisfy an additive property of type (s1; s2; : : : ; su) ifnXi=1BiBTi = uXi=1(six2i )Im: (3)Let fAig8i=1 be an amiable set of irulant matries (or group developed or type 1) oftype (s1; s2; : : : ; su) and order t. We denote these by 8  AS(t; s1; s2; s3; s4; s5; s6; s7; s8;Zt) (or8 AS(t; s1; s2; s3; s4; s5; s6; s7; s8;G) for group developed or type 1). In all ases, the group G ofthe matrix is suh that the extension by Seberry and Whiteman [9℄ of the group from irulantto type 1 allows the same extension to R: Then the Kharaghani array [4℄
H = 0BBBBBBBBBBBB
A1 A2 A4Rn A3Rn A6Rn A5Rn A8Rn A7Rn A2 A1 A3Rn  A4Rn A5Rn  A6Rn A7Rn  A8Rn A4Rn  A3Rn A1 A2  AT8Rn AT7Rn AT6Rn  AT5Rn A3Rn A4Rn  A2 A1 AT7Rn AT8Rn  AT5Rn  AT6Rn A6Rn  A5Rn AT8Rn  AT7Rn A1 A2  AT4Rn AT3Rn A5Rn A6Rn  AT7Rn  AT8Rn  A2 A1 AT3Rn AT4Rn A8Rn  A7Rn  AT6Rn AT5Rn AT4Rn  AT3Rn A1 A2 A7Rn A8Rn AT5Rn AT6Rn  AT3Rn  AT4Rn  A2 A1
1CCCCCCCCCCCCAis an OD(8t; s1; s2; : : : ; su).The Kharaghani array has been used in a number of papers [1, 3, 4℄ to obtain innitelymany families of orthogonal designs. Researh has yet to be initiated to explore the algebrairestritions imposed an amiable set by the required onstraints.Short amiable set were dened in [1℄ as a set of matries fAig4i=1 of order m and type(u1; u2; u3; u4), abbreviated as 4 SAS(m;u1; u2; u3; u4;G), if (2) and (3) are satised for n = 4and u  4. 4  SAS(m;u1; u2; u3; u4;G) an be used in either the Goethals-Seidel array or theshort Kharaghani array 2
26664 A B CR DR B A DR  CR CR  DR A B DR CR  B A 37775to form an OD(4m;u1; u2; u3; u4). In all ases, the group G of the matries in the amiable setis suh that the extension by Seberry and Whiteman [9℄ of the group from irulant to type 1allows the same extension to R:In general a set of 2n matries of order m and type (s1; s2; : : : ; su) that satisfy equations(2) and (3) will be denoted as 2n   SAS(m; s1; s2; : : : ; su;G): Moreover if these matries areirulant they will be denoted as 2n  SCAS(m; s1; s2; : : : ; su;Zm):In [1℄ where all this was rst dened was mentioned that:Remark 1 1. If there exists a 2   SAS(n; s1; s2;G) and a 2   SAS(n; s3; s4;G) then thereexists a 4  SAS(n; s1; s2; s3; s4;G):2. If there exists a 2   SAS(n; s1; s2;G); 2   SAS(n; s3; s4;G); 2   SAS(n; s5; s6;G) and a2  SAS(n; s7; s8;G) there exists an 8 AS(n; s1; s2; s3; s4; s5; s6; s7; s8;G):3. If there exists a 4  SAS(n; s1; s2; s3; s4;G) and a 4  SAS(n; s5; s6; s7; s8;G) there existsan 8 AS(n; s1; s2; s3; s4; s5; s6; s7; s8;G):Thus we an obtain many lasses of 4 SAS(n; s1; s2; s3; s4;G) ombining together two pairsof the given 2 SAS(n; s1; s2;G) and 2 SAS(n; s3; s4;G): Moreover, in Table 2, we give some4  SAS(m;u1; u2; u3; u4;Zm) that an not be onstruted by this method.Generally, unless we have other information regarding the struture, we are unable to ensurethat the matrix R with the desired properties for the Kharaghani, Goethals-Seidel or shortKharaghani arrays exists unless the amiable sets have been group generated (irulant or type1) or onstruted from bloks of these kinds. Thus is we have the required matrix Ri for thegroup Gi, i = 1; 2 then RG = R1 R2 will be the required matrix for G = G1 G2, (see [9℄).Let A1 and A2 be matries of order m. We dene ir(A1; A2) = " A1 A2A2 A1 # : Amiablesets made from 2n suh blok irulant matries will be alled blok amiable sets, short blokamiable sets or 2-short blok amiable sets, 2n SBAS(2m; s1; s2; : : : ; su;G); n = 1; 2; 4, where,using Rt for the bak-diagonal matrix of order t, G = Z2  Zm and RG = R2  Rm. Here, ifA1 and A2 are irulant, then we use the bakdiagonal matrix of the same order for R ensuringAi(AjR)T = AjRATi . The required RG = R2 R:A (1; 1) matrix of order n is alled a Hadamard matrix if HHT = HTH = nIn, where HTis the transpose of H and In is the identity matrix of order n. A (1; 1) matrix A of order n issaid to be of skew type if A  In is skew-symmetri.A matrix W = ir(w1; : : : ; wn), wi 2 f0;1g whih satises WW T = kIn is alled airulant weighing matrix of order n and weight k or CW (n; k).We denote the produt ZpZp  Zp(r times) by EA(pr) the Elementary Abelian group.Moreover  a is denoted by a:Throughought this paper we use the symbol 0m to denote the sequene of length m with allelements zero and the symbol Ot to denote the t t matrix with all entries zero.For the undened terms we refer the reader to the book by Geramita and Seberry [2℄.Suppose C = ir(0; 1; : : : ; n 1) is a irulant matrix of order n.3
Let Tn = 26666664 0 1 0 0 : : : 00 0 1 0 : : : 0... ...0 0 0 0 : : : 11 0 0 0 : : : 0
37777775of order n, be the shift matrix. Then we an write C = 0I + 1Tn + : : :+ n 1T n 1n . Note thatT nn = I the identity matrix of order n. We say the Hall polynomial of C is Pn 1i=0 ixi. The Hallpolynomial of CT is Pn 1i=0 ixn i.Given a set of ` sequenes Aj = faj1; aj2; : : : ; ajng, j = 1; : : : ; `, of length n the non-periodiautoorrelation funtion, denoted NPAF , NA(s) is dened asNA(s) = X̀j=1 n sXi=1 ajiaj;i+s; s = 0; 1; : : : ; n  1; (4)If Aj(z) = aj1 + aj2z + : : :+ ajnzn 1 is the assoiated polynomial of the sequene Aj, thenA(z)A(z 1) = X̀j=1 nXi=1 nXk=1 ajiajkzi k = NA(0) + X̀j=1 n 1Xs=1NA(s)(zs + z s); z 6= 0: (5)Given A`, as above, of length n the periodi autoorrelation funtion, denoted PAF , PA(s) isdened, reduing i+ s modulo n, asPA(s) = X̀j=1 nXi=1 ajiaj;i+s; s = 0; 1; : : : ; n  1: (6)We note NPAF sequenes imply PAF sequenes exist, the NPAF sequenes being paddedat the end with suÆient zeros to make longer lengths. Hene NPAF sequenes an give moregeneral results. If two NPAF sequenes have diering lengths then suÆient zeros are addedto the end of eah to make all the sequenes the same length. In all ases NPAF and PAFsequenes an be used to make irulant matries satisfying the additive property (see [3, 4℄); ifNPAF sequenes of lengths n1 and n2 are used, then by padding, irulant matries for all ordersn  max(n1; n2) will exist; if PAF sequenes of lengths n are used, then irulant matries oforder n exist.2 ConstrutionsTheorem 1 Write 0s for the sequene of s zeros, and let a, b,  and d be ommuting variables.Use the matries A1, A2, A3 and A4 given byA1 = ir(0sbab0s); A2 = ir(0s00s);A3 = ir(0sd0s); A4 = ir(0sb0b0s);an be used in the Goethals-Seidel array to obtain an OD(8s+ 12; 1; 1; 4; 4).4
Proof. Observe thatA1AT1 +A2AT2 +A3AT3 +A4AT4 = (a2 + d2 + 4b2 + 4d2)Inand A1AT1  A2AT2 +A3AT3  A4AT4 = 0:Thus A2; A2; A3; A4 are a short amiable set and satisfy the additive property (2) so they anbe used in the Goethals-Seidel array to obtain an OD(8s+ 12; 1; 1; 4; 4). 2The Melding ConstrutionSuppose the matries A1, A2, A3 and A4 are are short amiable sets, on the set of ommutingvariables f0;x1;x2;    ;xug or from f0;1g, and satisfy the additive property4Xi=1 AiATi  = uXj=1 pjx2jIn; (7)and the matries A5, A6, A7 and A8 are also short amiable sets, on the set of ommutingvariables f0;y1;y2;    ;yvg or from f0;1g, and satisfy the additive property8Xi=5 AiATi  = vXj=1 qjy2j In: (8)Then the eight matries will form an amiable set so we an use the two together in theKharaghani array to obtain an OD(8n; p1; p2;    ; pu; q1; q2;    ; qv). 2order type group order type group order type group order type groupn 1; 1 Zn 6n 4; 4 Z6n 10n 4; 4 Z10n 14n 8; 8 Z14n2n 2; 2 Z2n 6n 5; 5 Z6n 10n 9; 9 Z10n 14n 10; 10 Z14n4n 1; 4 Z4n 7n 4; 4 Z7n 12n 8; 8 Z12n 14n 13; 13 Z14n4n 4; 4 Z4n 8n 8; 8 Z8n 13n 9; 9 Z13nTable 1: Order and type for small 2-short amiable sets for all n  1:Using table 2, remark 1 and the above Melding Constrution we obtain many 4-short ami-able sets and 8-amiable sets.
5
A1 A3Type A2 A4 ZERO(1,1,1,1) a b NPAF d n(1,1,1,4) 0 -d a d 0 b 0 0 NPAF0 d 0 d 0  0 0 4n(1,1,2,2) a 0  d NPAFb 0  -d 2n(1,1,2,8) 0 - a  0 - b - NPAF0  b  0 - d  4n(1,1,4,4) a b -a a 0 a NPAF 0   d - 3n(1,1,5) -a a a a 0 a NPAF 0 0 0 b 0 4n(1,1,5,5) - a  0 -d b d 0 NPAF -d  0 d  d 0 4n(1,1,8,8) 0 - -d a d  0  -d 0 -d  NPAF0  d 0 d  0 - d b -d  6n(1,2,2,4) 0 -d a d  0 b 0 NPAF0 d 0 d  0 -b 0 4n(1,4,4,4) 0 -b a b d  -d  NPAF0 b 0 b - d  d 4n(2,2,2,2) a b a -b NPAF d  -d 2n(2,2,4,4) a 0 b 0 d  -d  NPAFa 0 -b 0 - d  d 4n(2,2,5,5) 0 a 0 0 b 0  -d 0 -d  d NPAF0 a 0 0 -b 0 d  0  d - 6n(2,2,8,8) -d  a  d 0 d - b  d 0 NPAF-d - a - d 0 -d - b  -d 0 6n(3,3) a b b-a NPAFa 0 b 0 2n(4,4,4,4) a a b-b b b-a a NPAFd d-    d-d 4n(4,4,8,8) d a -  a -d d b  - b -d NPAF-d -b   b -d d -a   a d 6n(5,5) a a -a a 0 a NPAFb b -b b 0 b 3n(5,5,5,5) -a b a 0 a b - d  0  d NPAFb a -b 0 -b a d  -d 0 -d  6n(6,6) a -b a a a -a NPAFb a b b b -b 3n(6,6,12)  a  b- a  a -a -a NPAF- b--a  b - b -b--b 6n(8,8) a a a-a b b-b b NPAFb b b-b a a-a a 4nTable 2: Short amiable sets.6
A1 A3Type A2 A4 ZERO(8,8,8,8) a a a-a b b-b b b b b-b a a-a a NPAF  - d d-d d d d d-d  -  8n(10,10,10,10) disjoint from Golay NPAFn  10(13,13)  0 -  - 0 0     -    0 0 - NPAFg 0 -g g -g 0 0 g g g g -g g g g 0 0 -g 9n(13,13,13,13) from disjoint sequenes NPAFof length 18 and weight 13 n  18(16,16,16,16) disjoint from Golay NPAFn  16(17,17,17,17) from disjoint sequenes NPAFof length 26 and weight 17 n  26(20,20,20,20) disjoint from Golay NPAFn  20(25,25,25,25) disjoint sequenes NPAFof length 36 and weight 25 n  36(26,26,26,26) disjoint from Golay NPAFn  26(14,14) a b -b -b b a a -b a -b a -b b b NPAFb -a a a -a b b a b a b a -a -a 7n(17,17) a -a a a a a -a a 0  - -     - - PAF -     -  0 a -a -a a a a a -a -a 9nTable 2: (ontinued).3 Some general resultsWe now onsider the use of sequenes with zero non-periodi autoorrelation funtion to makean amiable set of matries. We refer the reader to [7, 8℄ for any undened terms.Theorem 2 (General onstrution) Let X; Y be two disjoint (0;1) sequenes with zeronon-periodi autoorrelation funtion of length n and weight k, Let a; b; ; d be ommutingvariables and write aV , bW for the irulant (type 1) matries of order n formed by usingthe rst rows with the elements of X multiplied by a and the elements of Y multiplied by brespetively.Let Ai be the irulant matries of order n given byA1 = aV + bW A2 = V + dW A3 = dV   W A4 = bV   aW (9)then fAig4i=1 is a short amiable set satisfying2Xi=1 A2i 1AT2i  A2iAT2i 1 = 0; (10)and the additive property 4Xi=1 AiATi  = k(a2 + b2 + 2 + d2))In: (11)7
Proof. Now A1 = aV + bW , where V; W are disjoint (0;1) irulant (type 1 or groupdeveloped also suÆe) matries of order n whih satisfy V V T +WW T = kIn, and similarly forthe other Aj , j = 2, 3, 4.ThenA1AT1 = (aV + bW )(aV T + bW T ) = a2V V T + b2WW T + ab(V W T +WV T ):Hene P4i=1 AiATi  = (a2 + b2 + 2 + d2)(V V T +WW T )= k(a2 + b2 + 2 + d2)In;Now A1AT2  A2AT1 = (aV + bW )(V T + dW T )  (V + dW )(aV T + bW T )= (ad  b)V W T + ( ad+ b)WV T ;and A3AT4  A4AT3 = (dV   W )(bV T   aW T )  (bV   aW )(dV T   W T )= ( ad+ b)V W T + (ad  b)WV T :Thus summing over the four Ai we see they form a short amiable set satisfying the additiveproperty. 2Corollary 1 Let X; Y be a pair of disjoint (0;1) sequenes with zero non-periodi autoor-relation funtion of length n and weight k. Then there exists a short amiable set whih an beused to form an OD(4n; k; k; k; k).Proof. Use the sequenes as in the theorem to form an amiable set with the additive property.Then use this set in the Goethals-Seidel array to obtain the result. 2For ; ; ; Æ; ; ;  , ;  non-negative integers, Koukouvinos and Seberry [5, p. 160℄ showthat there exist two disjoint (0;1) sequenes, with zero non-periodi autoorrelation fun-tion, of length  n; n 2 N = f2  26109Æ141826 2434g and weight k; k 2 K =f251013Æ172526 3450g: These give the results presented in Table 3.Referenes[1℄ S. Georgiou, C. Koukouvinos and J.Seberry, Short amiable sets, (submitted).[2℄ A.V.Geramita, and J.Seberry, Orthogonal Designs: Quadrati Forms and Hadamard Ma-tries, Marel Dekker, New York-Basel, 1979.[3℄ W.H. Holzmann, and H. Kharaghani, On the Plotkin arrays, Australas. J. Combin., 22(2000), 287{299.[4℄ H. Kharaghani, Arrays for orthogonal designs, J. Combin. Designs, 8 (2000), 166{173.8
Type ZERO(1,1,1,1) NPAF n  1(2,2,2,2) NPAF n  2(4,4,4,4) NPAF n  4(5,5,5,5) NPAF n  6(8,8,8,8) NPAF n  8(10,10,10,10) NPAF n  10(13,13,13,13) NPAF n  18(16,16,16,16) NPAF n  16(17,17,17,17) NPAF n  26(20,20,20,20) NPAF n  20(25,25,25,25) NPAF n  36(26,26,26,26) NPAF n  26Table 3: Short amiable sets from orollary 1[5℄ C. Koukouvinos and J. Seberry, New weighing matries and orthogonal designs onstrutedusing two sequenes with zero autoorrelation funtion - a review, J. Statist. Plann. Infer-ene, 81 (1999), 153{182.[6℄ M. Plotkin, Deomposition of Hadamard matries, J. Combin. Theory, Ser. A, 13 (1972),127{130.[7℄ J. Seberry and R. Craigen, Orthogonal designs, inCRC Handbook of Combinatorial Designs,C.J. Colbourn and J.H. Dinitz (Eds.), CRC Press, (1996), 400{406.[8℄ J. Seberry and M. Yamada, Hadamard matries, sequenes and blok designs, in Contem-porary Design Theory: A Colletion of Surveys, J.H. Dinitz and D.R. Stinson (Eds.), J.Wiley and Sons, New York, (1992), 431{560.[9℄ J. Seberry and A.L. Whiteman, New Hadamard matries and onferene matries obtainedvia Mathon's onstrution, Graphs and Combinatoris, 4 (1988), 355-377.[10℄ D. J. Street, Cylotomy and Designs, PhD Thesis, University of Sydney, 1981.
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